The hinge region of the CD8 alpha chain: structure, antigenicity, and utility in expression of immunoglobulin superfamily domains.
The lymphocyte surface CD8 antigen is a heterodimer with each chain containing a single Ig-related domain, a hinge-like sequence, a transmembrane segment, and a short cytoplasmic sequence. A soluble form of the rat CD8 alpha chain was produced by introducing a stop codon into the cDNA at the end of the region encoding the extracellular sequence and expressed in Chinese hamster ovary cells. sCD8 alpha was produced at 20 mg/l, and consisted of monomers, dimers, and higher aggregates. The latter could be minimized, but not eliminated, by removal of one of the two cysteine residues in the hinge region by mutation and by growth in serum-free medium. The positions of the N- and O-linked glycosylation sites and the disulphide bond in the Ig-like domain were determined. The MRC OX-8 antibody was shown to react with a region from the CD8 alpha hinge containing 24 amino acids and the antigenic determinant was sensitive to neuraminidase digestion. A construct encoding the Ig-like domain of rat CD8 alpha without the hinge was not expressed in CHO cells, indicating the importance of the hinge region for expression. It seemed possible that the CD8 alpha hinge might facilitate expression of other Ig-related domains and such expression could be detected using the MRC OX-8 antibody. To test the system cDNA constructs were made with the rat CD8 alpha hinge spliced to the V-like domain of mouse CD8 alpha, to the V alpha and V beta domains of a T lymphocyte antigen receptor, and to one or both of the Ig-like domains of the MRC OX-47 membrane antigen. All these forms were expressed as soluble proteins that were detected with the MRC OX-8 antibody. This method may prove useful for the expression of Ig superfamily domains for raising antibodies and other studies.